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Assessment of Satellite Chlorophyll-Based Leaf
Maximum Carboxylation Rate (Vcmax) Using Flux
Observations at Crop and Grass Sites
Xiaojin Qian, Liangyun Liu , Xidong Chen , and Pablo J. Zarco-Tejada

Abstract—The leaf maximum carboxylation rate (Vcmax) is a
key parameter in modeling plant photosynthesis. The rapid and
accurate acquisition of Vcmax at large scales can improve understanding of global vegetation productivity and the terrestrial
carbon cycle. In this article, we assessed the retrieval of Vcmax
from satellite data by validating these data using flux observations
made at eight crop and grass sites. Firstly, an empirical model applicable to C3 species that was based on the semimechanistic linkage
between leaf chlorophyll and Vcmax was used to derive Vcmax
from satellite data. Then, using vegetation, soil, and meteorological
variables as inputs, the SCOPE model was used to estimate Vcmax
from half-hourly or hourly flux observations at each site. The
estimates of Vcmax were assessed by comparing the simulated
gross primary production (GPP) against the observed GPP: that
is, the Vcmax value corresponding to its simulated diurnal GPP
data with minimum root-mean-square error (RMSE) was selected
as the inverted Vcmax value. Finally, the Vcmax values retrieved
from MERIS and Semtinel-3 OLCI satellite data were validated
using the in situ flux site observations. The results showed that the
estimates of Vcmax based on satellite data successfully captured
the seasonal variations in Vcmax retrieved from the tower-based
GPP data, giving a mean RMSE value of 15.30 µmol m−2 s−1 . Our
results support the retrieval of Vcmax from satellite data based on
the link with leaf chlorophyll content and show that there was good
agreement between Vcmax derived from remote sensing and flux
data.
Index Terms—Gross primary production (GPP), leaf chlorophyll
content (Cab), leaf maximum carboxylation rate (Vcmax), MERIS,
SCOPE, Sentinel-3 OLCI.

I. INTRODUCTION

P

LANT photosynthesis, a process that converts carbon dioxide into sugars, provides most of the energy needed for life
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[1]–[3]. As this process is a crucial part of the ecosystem carbon cycle, accurate modeling of photosynthesis is particularly
necessary [4].
Currently, the Farquhar–von Caemmerer–Berry leaf biochemical model [5] embedded in most terrestrial biosphere models is
widely used to simulate photosynthesis. This model involves
two critical parameters: the leaf maximum carboxylation rate
(Vcmax) and the maximum electron transport rate (Jmax) normalized to a reference temperature of 25°C. Vcmax controls
CO2 fixation within the carbon reaction process. Therefore, it
is essential to accurately derive Vcmax because of its decisive
significance in photosynthesis models.
Traditionally, Vcmax is measured using gas-exchange measurements, which is time-consuming and laborious. The lack
of temporally and spatially continuous Vcmax data precludes
the estimation of gross primary production (GPP) accurately
at the global scale. Time-series data can be obtained quickly
and at a large scale using remote sensing, thus possibly solving
the problems mentioned above. In contrast to leaf pigment
content, the photosynthetic parameter Vcmax has no obvious
spectral response mechanisms, but is closely related to the
leaf characteristics [6]–[8]. It has been shown that the nitrogen
content corresponding to the Rubisco enzyme shows a strong
correlation with Vcmax [9]. Nevertheless, it is difficult to accurately retrieve the nitrogen content from remote sensing data
as the relevant spectral response bands are easily influenced
by the foliar water content, cellular structure scattering and
atmospheric water vapor [10], [11]. Chlorophyll, at the lightharvesting apparatus, plays a crucial role in photosynthesis [12].
In recent years, many researchers have theoretically and experimentally demonstrated a good correlation between Vcmax and
the leaf chlorophyll content (Cab) [13]–[16]. The usefulness
of Cab as a proxy for Vcmax at large scales depends on the
ability to accurately retrieve chlorophyll from satellite data
[17]. Compared with nitrogen, the spectral response mechanism
for chlorophyll is much clearer. The spectral bands sensitive
to chlorophyll are mainly located in the visible and red-edge
spectral regions, which are much less disturbed by external
factors. Moreover, some multispectral and hyperspectral sensors
can acquire spectral data in the red-edge region, which allows the
leaf Cab to be accurately estimated. Therefore, remotely sensed
can be used as a good proxy for leaf Vcmax at large spatial
scales.
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TABLE I
INFORMATION ABOUT THE SITES USED IN THIS ARTICLE

So far, only a small number of studies have been conducted
with the aim of retrieving Vcmax from satellite data. To meet
the needs of photosynthesis and vegetation productivity simulation studies, it is essential to make progress on the retrieval,
interpretation and validation of Vcmax derived from airborne
and satellite multispectral and hyperspectral sensors. Thus, it is
necessary to develop methods for accurately estimating Vcmax
that can overcome the validation constraints caused by insufficient ground truth data and spatial scale mismatches [8]. The
GPP usually represents the sum of the photosynthesis rates of
all leaves at the ecosystem scale [18]. It has been shown that
eddy covariance (EC) flux measurements can offer an effective
approach for deriving Vcmax from CO2 fluxes [4], [19], [20].
In some studies, Vcmax has been successfully retrieved from
sun-induced fluorescence (SIF) [20]–[23] derived from airborne
hyperspectral data [24] using the SCOPE model [20], [21], [23],
[25]. However, except for airborne imagers, the spatial resolution
of SIF products is usually very coarse [26]. Even though the
OCO-2 SIF product has a relatively high spatial resolution
(1.29 × 2.25 km), its actual applicability to making estimates of
Vcmax is more limited than for chlorophyll products retrieved
from other satellite sensors, such as Sentinel-3 OLCI [18].
In terms of modeling, Vcmax is a key leaf biochemical
parameter used in the SCOPE model, which is used to simulate
photosynthesis [27]. As a result, the retrieval of Vcmax from flux
observations through inversion of the SCOPE model provides
an indirect, operational approach to validating Vcmax values
derived from satellite data. In this article, we retrieved leaf
Vcmax from satellite data and validated it using Vcmax data that
were derived from CO2 tower fluxes by SCOPE model inversion.
An empirical model based on a semimechanistic method linking
leaf chlorophyll and Vcmax was used to estimate leaf Vcmax
from satellite data. This assessment of Vcmax will be help to
understanding the performance of SCOPE model inversion as
used in an operational approach with satellite data and thus
contribute to an understanding of the uncertainty in model
simulations of photosynthesis and vegetation productivity.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Flux Tower Sites
Eight cropland and grassland sites from the Fluxnet2015 and
Ameriflux datasets were selected for use in the validation. The
selection of the study period was mainly based on the availability

of flux tower meteorological data, CO2 flux data, satellite data,
and the homogeneity of the underlying surfaces at these sites.
At both the US-Ne2 and US-Ne3 sites, corn and soybean are
grown in alternate years (corn in “odd” years and soybean in
“even” years). Since this article was focused on C3 plants, only
even-year data were selected for these two sites. Details of the
flux tower sites used in this article are given in Table I.
B. Flux, Meteorological, and Satellite Data
Flux and associated meteorological data for the eight sites
were acquired from the Fluxnet2015 website1 and the AmeriFlux website.2 For the AmeriFlux data, gap filling, and flux
partitioning were carried out using the REddyProc package in
[33] produced by the Max Planck Institute for biogeochemistry.
The Fluxnet2015 Dataset integrates the flux measurements from
multiple regional flux networks and provides GPP estimates and
corresponding meteorological data. Half-hourly and hourly meteorological data were used to run the SCOPE model. Gap-filled
longwave radiation, shortwave radiation, air temperature, vapor
pressure deficit, atmospheric pressure, wind speed, and the CO2
mole fraction were reprocessed for use as the forcing variables
in SCOPE to produce continuous half-hourly and hourly GPP
estimates. The GPP flux data used for the above sites were
derived from EC flux measurements. They were estimated as the
difference between the ecosystem respiration and net ecosystem
exchange at half-hourly or hourly intervals using a night-time
flux-partitioning algorithm [34].
In order to test the approaches described in this study using a
long data series, MERIS data from 2003 to 2011 were used
to retrieve the Cab and leaf area index (LAI). This dataset
was chosen because it has red-edge and near-infrared bands,
a high spectral resolution, medium spatial resolution (300 m)
and a short revisit cycle (2–3 days) [35]. The seven-day full
resolution surface reflectance product produced by the synthesis
of images was used [36]. MERIS is no longer in operation—it
was in operation from 2003 to 2012. For the flux tower sites
described above, the band 7 (665 nm), band 8 (681.25 nm), band
9 (708.75 nm) and band 12 (778.75 nm) surface reflectances
were extracted for use as inputs to the Cab and LAI inversion
algorithms. This will be described in the following section.

1 [Online].
2 [Online].

Available: http://fluxnet.fluxdata.org/data/fluxnet2015-dataset/
Available: https://ameriflux.lbl.gov/
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Sentinel-3 OLCI, the successor to MERIS, has band settings
that are highly similar to those of MERIS. The level-2 SYN product (SY_2_SYN) is produced by the synergy level-2 processor
and contains surface reflectance and aerosol parameters for land
areas. Since the level-2 SYN product is currently available only
for September 2018 onward, data from 2019 were selected for
assessment. The band 8 (665 nm), band 10 (681.25 nm), band
11 (708.75 nm) and band 16 (778.75 nm) surface reflectances
were extracted from the seven-day level-2 SYN product for the
retrieval of Cab and LAI.
C. Inversion of Cab and LAI
Leaf Cab was estimated from the MERIS and OLCI surface
reflectances according to the algorithm described in Qian and
Liu [37] using an improved look-up-table (LUT) approach that
combined multiple canopy structures and soil backgrounds.
Canopy spectra were simulated using the PROSAIL-D model
with a range of leaf biochemical parameters, canopy structures,
soil reflectance values and imaging geometries as the inputs. The
LUT consisted of 25 sub-LUTs, corresponding to five different
types of canopy structure and five types of soil background. For
each sub-LUT, the mean of the eight best solutions corresponding to the eight smallest root-mean-square error (RMSE) values
was selected as the inverted Cab value. The average of the 25
sub-LUT inversion results was then taken as the final inversion
result. Validation of the inversion results using field-measured
canopy spectra and MERIS imagery yielded RMSE values lower
than 10 μg cm–2 .
Many studies have shown that the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) suffers from saturation at moderate to high
LAI values, which limits its application in LAI retrieval [38],
[39]. In order to deal with this issue, Gitelson [38] proposed the
wide dynamic range vegetation index (WDRVI) by introducing
a weighting coefficient, and claimed that its sensitivity to the
moderate-to-high LAI values was three times better than that of
the NDVI. In its original form, the WDRVI could be negative for
low to moderate vegetation density. Therefore, Peng and Gitelson [40] made some adjustments to the original formula in order
to avoid this phenomenon. Subsequently, Nguy-Robertson et al.
[39] further improved the form of WDRVI for MERIS spectral
bands and constructed a functional relationship between LAI
and WDRVI for four crop types. Validation of the LAI results
gave R2 values greater than 0.9. In the article, the following
formulas were used to estimate the LAI:
1−α
α × Rnir − Rred−edge
, α = 0.1 (1)
+
WDRVI =
α × Rnir + Rred−edge
1+α
and
LAI = − 1.6 × WDRVI2 + 9.6 × WDRVI − 0.29

(2)

where Rnir and Rred−edge are the near-infrared and red-edge
reflectance, respectively, and α is the weighting coefficient.
D. Estimation of Vcmax Derived From Satellite Data
The leaf Vcmax was estimated using satellite remote sensing
data based on a semimechanistic approach that coupled leaf
Vcmax with Cab (as summarized by Houborg et al. [17].)

Fig. 1. GPP values simulated by the SCOPE model as a function of Cab
(5–80 µg cm–2 , intervals of 5 µg cm–2 ) and LAI (0.25–6, intervals of 0.25).

According to Friend [41], Vcmax can be described as a function
of the leaf nitrogen content (N), fraction of leaf nitrogen in
Rubisco and catalytic (Rubisco) turnover rate at 25°C (Kcat25 ).
Houborg et al. [17] gave the linear regression relationships
between Rubisco and N and between N and Cab for C3 plant
species. Vcmax was, thus, calculated from Cab using




Vcmax = 2.5294 × Cab μg cm−2 − 27.34 μmol m−2 s−1 .
(3)
E. SCOPE Model
The SCOPE model can be used to simulate the net photosynthesis of canopy (NPC), which is the gross primary productivity
minus the dark respiration of the leaf [42]. In this article, GPP
was computed from NPC by setting the respiration parameter to
zero so that the calculated values could be compared with the
GPP observations obtained from the EC flux measurements.
Performing GPP simulations in the SCOPE model requires
meteorological parameters (air temperature and pressure, atmospheric vapor pressure, wind speed, CO2 concentration, and
incoming shortwave and longwave radiation), and four other
kinds of parameters: leaf optical properties, including Cab, dry
matter content (Cdm), leaf equivalent water thickness (Cw),
and leaf mesophyll structure (N); leaf biochemistry parameters,
including the leaf maximum carboxylation capacity at 25°C
(Vcmax), stomatal conductance (m) and a respiration parameter
(Rdparam); canopy structure parameters, including the LAI and
leaf angle distribution (LIDFa and LIDFb); and observation
geometry parameters, including the solar zenith angle (tts) and
observation zenith angle (tto). These input parameters were
obtained from three sources: model inversion; the flux dataset;
and relevant literature. Table II gives the main input parameters
used in SCOPE in this article.
An example of GPP simulations for different values of Cab (5–
80 μg cm–2 , intervals of 5 μg cm–2 ) and LAI (0.25–6, intervals
of 0.25) is shown in Fig. 1. It can be seen from Fig. 1 that
changes in Cab have only a small effect on the simulated values
of GPP. However, the GPP is significantly affected by LAI, with
a higher LAI leading to a greater GPP value. In this study, in
order to avoid logical errors, the value of Cab inverted from
remote sensing data used in the SCOPE model was set to the
mean value of each site for the year. The leaf angle distribution
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TABLE II
VALUES OR SOURCES OF THE MAIN INPUT PARAMETERS OF THE SCOPE MODEL USED IN THIS ARTICLE

Fig. 2.

Schematic diagram of the process used for validating the satellite-based Vcmax value.

was assumed to be spherical [20], [43], [44]. Subsequently, the
Vcmax values were used to build the Vcmax-GPP lookup table.
F. Framework Used to Validate Vcmax Values Derived From
Satellite Data
A schematic diagram of the process used to validate the
satellite-based Vcmax values is shown in Fig. 2. First, using
the vegetation, soil and meteorological parameters as inputs,

SCOPE was run with an LUT containing different Vcmax values
corresponding to half-hourly or hourly time intervals for each
site. Based on the literature [45], [46], the range of Vcmax
was set to 5–200 μmol m–2 s–1 , divided into 40 intervals of
5 μmol m–2 s–1 . Thus, for each site, a time series consisting
of half-hourly or hourly GPP values under 40 sets of Vcmax
conditions could be obtained. By comparing the simulated GPP
values against the observed values, the optimal daily Vcmax
was retrieved using the minimum RMSE method. For the jth
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Temporal variations in Cab (green) and LAI (yellow) at (a) US-Ne2. (b) US-Ne3. (c) DE-Geb. (d) DE-Kli. (e) DE-Gri. (f) US-Bi1. (g) US-Sne. (h) US-Snf.

Vcmax value, the RMSE between the simulated half-hourly or
hourly GPP value GPPsim , and the measured value GPPmea ,
was calculated as
M
(GPPsim (j, m) − GPPmea (m))2
RMSE (j) = m=1
M
(4)
where m is the mth GPP measurement and M is the total number
of measurements (including only daytime GPP measurements).
The value of Vcmax that produced the lowest RMSE was
selected as the retrieved Vcmax value for the day. Finally,
the inverted GPP-based Vcmax value was compared with the
chlorophyll-based value of Vcmax to validate the accuracy of
retrieving Vcmax using remote sensing satellite data.
III. RESULTS
A. Retrieval Results for Cab and LAI
The leaf Cab estimated by LUT inversion and by using the
vegetation index WDRVI are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The Cab of
crops varies from 15 to 70 μg cm−2 with one or more peaks in the
growing season; for grasses, the Cab values exhibit less seasonal
variability, varying between 15 and 50 μg cm–2 . In general, the
Cab values of the crops are higher than those of the grasses, with
the average value for the crops being in the range of 30–40 μg
cm–2 . Consistent with the distribution of Cab values, the range
of LAI values for crops is also larger than that for grasses. It
can also be seen that, during the course of a growing season, the
LAI values change more than the Cab values: compared with the
clear seasonal patterns in the LAI, the Cab is relatively stable.
The same crops were grown at the US-Ne2 and US-Ne3 sites,
but using different irrigation schemes. The difference in crop
growth conditions caused by differences in irrigation is clearly
reflected in the distribution of the estimated LAI values. These

Fig. 4. Distributions of (a) Cab and (b) LAI values for the eight sites. In each
box, the cross and horizontal line represent the mean and median, respectively;
the bottom and top of each box are the 25th and 75th quartiles, respectively.
The lower whisker extends to the minimum value and the upper whisker to the
maximum value. The gray dot is an outlier datum point.

results indicate that the inverted Cab and LAI values were within
the expected ranges throughout the growing season.
B. Variations of Inverted and Estimated Vcmax
The temporal variation in the Vcmax values derived from
satellite data (denoted by Vcmax_Cab) was also evaluated. The
Vcmax_Cab values exhibit good agreement with the values
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Fig. 5. Temporal variations in Vcmax_Cab (green) and Vcmax_GPP (yellow) at (a) US-Ne2. (b) US-Ne3. (c) DE-Geb. (d) DE-Kli. (e) DE-Gri. (f) US-Bi1.
(g) US-Sne. (h) US-Snf. The single and double asterisks represent significant correlation at the 0.05 and 0.01 levels, respectively.

C. Validation of Satellite-Based Vcmax
Fig. 7 shows comparisons between Vcmax_Cab and Vcmax_GPP. This validation indicates that, for the crops and
grasses used in this study, about 44% of the variance in Vcmax_Cab can be explained by linear regression models. The
smallest RMSE (6.864 μmol m−2 s−1 ) is for the US-Sne site
and the largest (20.771 μmol m−2 s−1 ) is for US-Ne2. The
Vcmax values estimated from satellite data show either a slight
overestimation or underestimation, depending on the site, with
biases of 7.042, 3.924, 6.605, –1.630, –3.586, 2.520, 1.910, and
4.005 μmol m–2 s–1 for US-Ne2, US-Ne3, DE-Geb, DE-Kli,
DE-Gri, US-Bi1, US-Sne, and US-Snf, respectively.
Fig. 6.
sites.

Distributions of Vcmax_Cab and Vcmax_GPP values for the eight

of Vcmax estimated from flux observations (denoted by Vcmax_GPP) (see Fig. 5). Although Vcmax_Cab missed certain
variations, it successfully captured the overall trends. Except for
US-Bi1 and US-Sne, significant linear correlation was found
between Vcmax_Cab and Vcmax_GPP at the other six sites.
The Vcmax_Cab values at the US-Ne3 site performed best in
terms of tracking the seasonal variation in Vcmax. However, at
US-Sne, the estimates were unsatisfactory: this may have been
a result of the continuously very low LAI leading to errors in
the inversion of Cab. Moreover, the histograms also suggest that
the distribution of Vcmax_Cab is similar to that obtained for
Vcmax_GPP (see Fig. 6). Although the values of Vcmax_Cab
do not accurately characterize the photosynthetic capacity at the
beginning, end and peak of the growth period, the Vcmax values
derived from satellite data are reasonable.

IV. DISCUSSION
The article presented here demonstrates that the values of leaf
Vcmax derived from satellite chlorophyll retrievals followed the
trends observed in the Vcmax values estimated from CO2 flux
towers by inverting the SCOPE model. However, Cab–Vcmax
and GPP–Vcmax relationships are influenced by leaf and canopy
properties, spatial and temporal scales, and other confounding
factors [47], and these influences need to be accounted for using
proper radiative transfer modeling methods. The limitations of
and uncertainties in the methods used in this article are a result of
factors related to both the data used and the models themselves.
The model inputs introduce errors as a result of the parameters required to carry out the SCOPE model inversions. The
limitations of the SCOPE model itself and the simplifications
introduced as part of the validation process are also sources of
uncertainty.
The uncertainties in Cab and LAI retrieved by satellite data
propagate through to the simulations of the GPP. To avoid logical
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should be noted that because SCOPE is a 1-D model that assumes
homogeneity in the horizontal direction, the model may not be
applicable to heterogeneous conditions [27]. The layer concept
used in the model limits assessment of the effects of multiple
scattering [53]. Thus, this article focused only on validation of
Vcmax for two types of vegetation—crops and grass. In addition,
the difference between the size of the flux footprint and the
size of the satellite pixels and between daily Vcmax_GPP and
seven-day synthesized Vcmax_Cab are additional sources of
uncertainty.
Since the leaf Cab is the core link used for the inversion
of Vcmax, the retrieval of the Cab is an important precondition for the application of the method used in this article.
The chlorophyll inversion method used in this article is only
applicable to vegetation types for which the clumping effect
can be neglected. Therefore, it is still necessary to develop
a chlorophyll inversion algorithm suitable for vegetation with
complex canopy structures. Even for C3 vegetation types, different studies have established different Cab–Vcmax relationships,
for which there are many influencing factors, such as vegetation
types, leaf-water stress status, leaf age, etc. [12], [13], [17].
Therefore, a comprehensive comparative analysis and selection
of appropriate functional relationships can help with obtaining
accurate values of leaf Vcmax. The validation results presented
in this study aid progress on the use of leaf Cab as a proxy for leaf
Vcmax and have strong potential for use in explicit mapping of
Vcmax at large spatial scales. As this article concerned crops and
grasses only, validation of this approach for other ecosystems is
still required.
V. CONCLUSION
Fig. 7. Relationship between Vcmax_Cab and Vcmax_GPP at (a) US-Ne2.
(b) US-Ne3. (c) DE-Geb. (d) DE-Kli. (e) DE-Gri. (f) US-Bi1. (g) US-Sne.
(h) US-Snf. The green shaded area represents the 95% confidence interval. The
dotted grey line is the 1:1 line.

loop errors, the Cab was set to the mean value of each site for
the year because of the small effect this had on the simulation
of GPP in SCOPE. Also, in other studies, leaf chlorophyll
parameters have not been used as input parameters for simulating
GPP [4], [19], [23]. However, accurate Cab inversion might
improve the accuracy of GPP simulation to a certain extent,
especially at the start and end of the growth periods. The LAI
is one of the key parameters in GPP simulation [48]–[51]. In
this article, vegetation index-based LAI was selected for use.
However, the applicability of the LAI–VI relationship is limited
by many external factors, including the vegetation type, observation geometry, and background reflectance [52]. Moreover,
when using the SCOPE model to simulate the GPP, several
parameters were set as fixed values, which will have produced
additional uncertainties in the inversion results: for example,
in many previous studies, the canopy structure was assumed
to be spherical for crops and grasses. Such an assumption is
reasonable under specific conditions, but needs to be carefully
considered when it is applied at large scales. Since this article
focused on the growing season, it was assumed that the effect
of the uncertainty in the LAI and Cab was generally small. It

Vcmax is a critical physiological parameter used in the modeling of photosynthesis at large scales and requires frequent
quantification. Although several studies have proved that leaf
Vcmax can be retrieved from spectra based on the relationship
with leaf Cab, the retrieval of Vcmax from satellite data has been
carried out in only a few of these. In this article, we retrieved
leaf Vcmax from satellite data and validated it using Vcmax
values obtained from CO2 flux towers by inverting the SCOPE
model. The results indicated that Vcmax estimated from satellite
Cab retrievals successfully captured the seasonal variations in
Vcmax estimated from the flux tower data, giving a mean R2
value of 0.44 and a mean RMSE value of 15.30 μmol m−2 s−1
for eight different validation sites. The results of this article
illustrate that leaf Vcmax derived from satellite data based on
the link with leaf Cab can be used for the operational monitoring
of photosynthesis at a global scale.
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